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Innovative Claims for the Proposed Research 

Most of today’s computer systems are based on computing models developed decades 
ago.  Functionally, there is very little difference between a Windows 2K-based software 
application and its equivalent MS-DOS based predecessor developed twenty years ago.  
An attractive/intuitive user interface helps, but users still have to learn various commands 
and what different functions are used (and when they are applicable).  Also, what is 
“intuitive” for User A may be a nightmare for User B.  Even from a developer’s 
perspective, applications are becoming too large and complicated to maintain good 
reliability, maintainability, and understandability, especially when the developer 
considers the extreme range of user capabilities and knowledge that the program must 
account for.  

We believe that we can improve this situation by moving human-computer interaction to a 
new level of functionality, usability and natural understanding.  By combining and 
integrating existing computing technology with an augmented commonsense ontology, 
we can create a new system with potentially revolutionary capabilities. 

Our primary innovation is the augmentation of the OpenCyc/Cyc ontology with “explicit 
self-awareness” and “actor/activity awareness” features as well as providing a means for 
their effective utilization.  These features provide a common focal point for interfacing 
external processes, allowing commonsense knowledge to be applied to the systems and its 
planned actions, and for using the Knowledge Base (KB) for inter-personal and inter-agent 
reasoning.  The system will be reflexive so that acquired knowledge can be applied to itself 
and others, and to reason both about what it is doing and what it is capable of doing.  
Additionally, we will create a modular system architecture capable of effectively utilizing 
multiple algorithms towards system-wide goals of continuous improvement.  As such the 
system will provide a ready-made shell suitable for further experimentation, research and 
development of self-aware and self-extending systems. 

Daxtron Laboratories, Inc. has already made significant advances in several aspects of this 
research program and proposes to accelerate the creation of an initial self-aware, office 
assistant that is integrated with most common means of communications by seeking 
funding through this BAA.  The system, currently in its early stages, includes access via 
voice, e-mail, Internet Relay Chat/Instant Messenger, Personal wireless Data Services (cell 
phone, two-way paging, etc.), and Web access.  The primary interface is in natural 
language, integrating multiple parsers.  OpenCyc/Cyc is the primary inference engine.  
The Cyc ontology already has an information processing ontology that we can leverage 
and operationalize, and a large quantity of the base component software (written in 
traditional procedural languages) has already been done.  Additionally, we are developing 
tools to make creation of special data gathering and effector processes easier.  The core of 
what remains is the creation of higher-level functions at the logical level allowing a form 
of reflective awareness, modularization and integration of existing algorithms, and 
providing to the system ontological descriptions of the use of those algorithmic modules.  
Such descriptions should allow the system to reason about its learning and information 
needs and select the best procedures for the task.  This allows both easy integration of new 
technologies, and reflective reasoning about them. 
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In short, we seek to create a new level of processing: a commonsensical self-aware, virtual 
machine.  This virtual machine will define new strata upon which particular systems can 
be built, and various technologies integrated.  The first embodiment of it would be in the 
form of an office-aware assistant.  This is a domain which we feel leverages our past 
software production experience. 

This project will span 3 years, divided into three stages: an initial one-year basic research 
and infrastructure development stage, a one year system development stage, and a one-
year final stage resulting in a functional evaluation system. 

 

Proposal Roadmap 

Main Goals of Proposed Research 
The primary goal is the creation of the core of a self-aware system using symbolic 
reasoning means.  This system will reason about the capabilities and use of the analysis, 
learning and communication tools at its disposal.  By leveraging the existing investment in 
large commonsense ontologies like Cyc, the resulting system will be able to manage its 
own learning processes and use commonsense knowledge in problem solving and 
communication tasks. 

End User Benefits 
Humans have evolved to effectively interface with other humans.  This system will 
interact more closely to natural human interactions, allowing the human to move from 
programming towards explanation and true delegation of tasks. 

Critical Technical Barriers 
A lack of large pre-configured ontologies with detailed information on actor relations.  A 
self-narrative form of self-awareness (telling a constant story about oneself to oneself and 
asking critical questions) requires a large body of practical knowledge to work.  The lack 
of an “ego-centric” model that can utilize the information effectively is another critical 
barrier. 

Main Elements of the Proposed Effort 
Creation and testing of an ontology for self-awareness, allowing the system to apply 
commonsense and other ontologies to its own situation.  Test and evaluate the value of 
these additions toward solving the Focus Challenge problems. 

Reasons this will overcome the Critical Technical Barriers 
Large broad ontologies with actor relations and commonsense information are being 
released (OpenCyc/Cyc, semantic web, DAML).  These are critical perquisites for this 
form of self-awareness. Also, access to other broad, yet shallow resources now exist and 
along with the means to effectively utilize them (Webclopedia, data mining tools….) 
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Nature of Expected Results 
A system capable of knowing what it knows, what it is doing, what it is capable of doing, 
and able to manage its own improvement through focused use of knowledge acquisition 
tools.  Through an internally derived narrative represented in logical form, the system will 
through a process of self-questioning (“Given the story so far what should ‘I’ want to do 
next?”) to plan and oversee the execution of its normal operation and self extension. 

If this Work is Not Done… 
Unless an effective solution is found to the problem area a continuation of the status quo 
with continuing exponential increase in system complexity will swamp our ability to 
effectively utilize and continue to assimilate our technology.  LESA will be able to not only 
explain what it learned, but also explain its motivation for initializing the learning process 
in the first place.  Other methods may lack this level of explanatory transparency and 
overall system simplicity. 

Criteria for Evaluating Progress 
• Creation of a series of problems (like the International Planning Competition). 

• Evaluate the portions of the Focus Challenge that can be completed in a robust 
manner. 

• Evaluate the effect of include various knowledge additions toward the ability to 
solve the problems via ablation experiments. 

Cost of Effort (By Government Fiscal Year) 
All schedule milestones assume a start date of March, 2003. 

Year GFY2003 GFY2004 GFY2005 GFY2006 

Months Mar-Sep Oct-Sep Oct-Sep Oct-Mar 

Base $469,854 $398,664 $610,878 $365,103 

Option A $0 $170,856 $313,236 $185,094 

Option B $0 $170,856 $341,712 $170,856 

Option C $0 $142,380 $370,188 $113,904 

Total $469,854 $882,756 $1,636,014 $834,957 

 

Research Objectives 

Problem Description 
A key problem with existing systems is their lack of self-awareness, commonsense 
reasoning capability, and ability to utilize and integrate external resources available to 
them. What is needed is the means to effectively utilize the vast resources provided by 
modern information technology in a way that empowers both the user and the system to 
solve problems instead of swamping them both with details. We propose the creation of a 
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framework that will allow the creation of a self-aware assistant system capable of 
deliberate use of various tools that will realize this goal. 

Hypothesis 
• The Cyc ontology and related technologies provide both a useful inference engine, and 

a complete enough KB to provide a commonsense reasoning engine. 

• That the Cyc KB can be used as a multi-dimensional blackboard for integrating 
multiple information sources via its microtheory mechanism. 

• That given the broad base of pre-existing actor based knowledge coupled with an 
open-ended ability to augment the ontology, a reflective process known as “explicit 
self-awareness” is possible. Explicit in that a special actor is directly represented in a 
KB representing the system. This internal symbol acts as a focal point for collecting and 
representing “ego-centric” relational information, and applying the pre-existing 
actor/activity knowledge to the system. 

• That “Explicit Self-Awareness” is adequate to prove useful in reasoning, learning and 
planning. As a representation method it will simplify knowledge acquisition and 
transfer. 

• The large Cyc ontology and predicate structure should prove useful for machine 
learning applications. 

• “Self-Awareness” is an evolved short cut. It allows more efficient use of limited 
processing resources through knowledge reuse and allows a “downward spiral” of 
knowledge compression to occur.  This should be detectable through experimentation. 

Developmental and Hypothesis Testing Methods 
• Acquisition of Research Cyc. Access to the full Cyc system is required, since its large 

commonsense ontology represented in modifiable and logical form is assumed for 
explicit self-awareness to work. 

• Survey of Research Cyc ontology to identify necessary areas of extension. 

• Creation of an explicit “self”.  The more detailed the characteristics and real-time 
description of an actor the more context Cyc will have to effectively utilize its 
microtheory system. 

• Creation of a working environment.  This will be a modification and extension of our 
existing OfficeBot project.  The system will have a domain with an effective means to 
gather information and effect control within it. 

• Integrate information collection hooks using the “ego-centric” model made possible by 
a centrally located self-symbol.  This information will be made available to different 
machine learning algorithms to be focused by the system. 

• Determine the best learning algorithms for the task.  Special attention will be paid to 
leveraging the existing Cyc KB representation language, focusing the rich descriptive 
language (10,000 predicates) already available.  Machine learning systems must have a 
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language capable of representing the relevant features and salient differences in their 
domain; otherwise the target concept may simply be unlearnable.  With the proper 
representation, discovering the proper description becomes much easier. 

• Develop a series of operational learning and performance tests.  These will be designed 
to show: 

o The test domain can be represented in the system. 

o That the system can improve its operational behavior by reasoning about itself 
and others in context.  This will be done by selective inclusion (insertion and 
deletion/disconnection) of microtheories and selective availability of data 
sources. 

o That the system can detect the need for enrichment.  One example would be by 
noticing two or more outcomes from the same initial descriptions in the existing 
representation. 

Expected Impact  
• Definitive results useful in determining a practical implementation of an explicit self-

awareness system. 

• A defined set of learning methods suitable for learning by observation, utilizing the 
CycL representation language and its predicates. 

• The ability for the system to reason and act based on viewing itself as an actor in 
relation to other actors, and showing knowledge reuse by reflection (self-reasoning) 
and projection (other-actor reasoning). 

• A general purpose reasoning shell for the office environment using the Cyc 
commonsense reasoning engine with connections to common office and 
communication software. 

Additional Benefits 
• Quantum leap forward in processing technology: 

o Works on the knowledge level:  smarter not just faster. 
o Applicable across domains:  “Explicit self-awareness” should be generally 

usable everywhere. 

• Provably secure secretary:  No need for security clearance background check. 

• Office helper:  Performs most basic office tasks, allowing humans to do more (higher 
productivity) and focus on goals. Secretary becomes a ‘bot manager, allowing one 
secretary to handle more work, or to focus on higher value work. 

• Available 24x7, with the ability to monitor, prepare and inform in an intelligent 
manner. 

• A self-reasoning module that can be deployed to many other applications. 

• A significantly improved personal automation tool closer to a human personal 
assistant. 
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Technical Approach 

Detailed Description of Technical Approach 

The proposed architecture is presented in Figure 1 below: 

Figure 1 – Architecture of the Logically Explicit Self-aware Assistant 
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The system is organized into several general sections: 

• An advanced communication shell:  The advanced communications shell contains 
several modules that allow the end user to communicate with the assistant in a manner 
as close as possible to the way they communicate in their environment.  This is key to 
providing the assistant with a natural interaction flow. 

• Several integrated natural language parsers and generators:  We use multiple natural 
language processing technologies and readily incorporate more. We currently use large 
coverage parsers that are pattern-based, link grammar-based, and logic-based. Each 
parser has its own set of associated language learning algorithms and is readily 
extendable, and able to utilize the provided ontology. 

• An inference engine, in this case OpenCyc or Cyc. 

• The ontology augmented with explicit self-awareness KB:  

o Contains specific microtheories for learning, domain modeling and problem 
solving. 

o Has in a specific model of the system as an actor, with relations to other actors. 
As an actor the system will have goals, and be embedded in a situation. The 
system will use its general knowledge to reason about its specific situation. 

o Exploits the ability of the inference engine to have a hierarchy of component 
microtheories that are locally consistent, but may contain portions that 
contradict or supersede other microtheories. This not only allows for handling 
contradictory information without breaking, but also can lead to a system that 
can provide solutions from multiple viewpoints, and what-if analysis (a form of 
imagination). 

o Descriptions of the tools at its disposal, along with their functional descriptions. 

• An autonomic monitor:  A special process designed to provide the inference engine 
with internal status information. Also designed to start and monitor externally 
deployed agents. 

• Deployable Special Agents (DSA’s):  These are tools designed for a specific purpose 
for use by the system.  We have developed an ActiveX control that provides quick 
access to the Cyc KB, via interaction with existing GUI elements.  This makes 
interfacing the inference engine to relevant information sources and tools much easier 

• Externally accessible resources, collaboration tools and protocols:  This includes 
outside world relative to the system and the means to access it. 

The Project Plan and Experimental Evaluation 
We claim that the proposed approach is sufficient to show the benefits of a self-aware 
system.  Our testable hypothesis is: ”Reasoning with a self-awareness model will result in 
significant performance improvement both in speed of operation and in system 
capabilities.” 
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To substantiate these claims we will conduct different experiments.  We will conduct 
knowledge ablation experiments where various parts of the developed knowledge base 
will be removed or changes, and the performance and capability of the system will be 
measured. We will also design and conduct experiments intended to test the impact of 
specific methods, or information sources or tools.  In particular, we will conduct tool 
ablation experiments where a tool that has difference capabilities or characteristics will be 
use in different conditions.  These experiments will demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
self-reasoning approach. 

To facilitate these evaluations, we will instrument the developed system and each of its 
components. We will also utilize the Cyc transcript mechanism, along with protocol 
monitoring tools to create a trace of system activity annotated with sequence information, 
source information, and relevant inference data. Each external component will also be 
instrumented to collect data on its operation, including external communications.  We will 
develop a special analysis module that will automatically collect this information and will 
produce combined results that allow the operations of the system to be profiled. This can 
be used to quantify system performance during any experiment.  The information 
collected will also be of potential use for analysis by machine learning tools. 

We think that the design and performance of these experiments in the context of the Focus 
Challenge, will lead to a better understanding of the parameters of self-aware systems, and 
provide valuable information required for their development. 

Comparison with Current Technology 

Agent Tools 
The bulk of “intelligent agents” are rule-based systems, with varying degrees of user-
friendly interfaces for rule entry.  As such they are useful for constant monitoring and 
information searching and sorting tasks.  However, most require a “programmer 
mentality” when interacting with them.  Most are narrowly constrained or embedded in 
some system, with a general lack to operate across applications toward a common goal or 
to complete a common activity.  While most deployed end user agent technologies do 
have some form of problem or situation reasoning, they lack an abstract declarative 
reusable knowledge base. This results in systems that are tuned to specific problems, but 
are unable to move outside of their narrow target domain easily.  These systems tend not 
to reason in higher-level goals, like how to communicate but instead plan interactions at a 
much lower level.  These systems use an implied “self-reference” with most knowledge 
represented in either procedural or imperative format.  While more terse, the implied form 
can be harder to use when specifying inter-agent knowledge.  By taking utilizing the 
explicit form, knowledge reuse becomes natural.  The system becomes an actor embedded 
in a network of other actors where the same knowledge can be applied to reasoning about 
itself and others.  The system also allows knowledge to be described at the concept level 
instead of at the keyword level. 

The system we propose will go beyond the simple single domain, rule-based interface. 
While the underlying system will be logic based, its interface will be at the user/actor 
level. Relative to other applications the system will appear to be just another user. With 
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respect to the systems logic, it will view itself as just another user too. The information 
level 

Declarative Ontologies  
Large scale ontologies and knowledge bases have been built over the last decade (Cyc, 
Wordnet, Ontolingua), and more are being planned (DAML project, Semantic Web).  
These projects are producing large quantities of generic reusable declarative knowledge. 
However, there exists a need to apply that knowledge toward solving everyday problems.  

We propose producing a mechanism that can harness the increased power of inference 
engines when coupled with large knowledge bases.  This provides a means to utilize these 
knowledge bases over normal human communication paths, instead of specially 
constructed ones.  This paradigm change is similar to the transition from locomotive 
(large, specially tended, prepared rails) to automotive (personal, lower maintenance, 
usable on existing roads), or from mainframes to laptops.  If successful, LESA offers a 
chance to realize the full potential of knowledge-based processing. 

The project is based on OpenCyc and by extension Cyc.  The Cyc project has placed a great 
deal of effort on breaking the knowledge acquisition bottleneck using a labor-intensive 
approach. The project has focused on KB content, which has driven their design, and the 
principle that creating a working commonsense system (even if inefficient) is the 
paramount concern, with other concerns ignored. 

We believe that the Cyc contains enough commonsense information to make useful 
common sense inferences and support a logically explicit self-awareness model.  The 
capability we add is the ability to utilize that information to make inferences about the 
system represented in the ontology by both a “self” symbol and associated microtheories. 
These microtheories make possible for external processes to interface to it, and to utilize 
declarative information for procedural ends. 

Cycorp has ignored several areas in order to maintain strategic focus.  They have not 
focused on building a generic user approachable “cool interface” or near term 
applications.  This resulted in a relatively low profile in the general academic publications 
for most of the life of project.  Cycorp has opened up access to the system, making 
OpenCyc available to the general public on a free use basis, and providing a TCP/IP API. 
Daxtron Labs is supporting this API with the creation of an ActiveX control, allowing easy 
access to OpenCyc to a large number of existing programmers.  The existing shell is also 
built using this API.  LESA is the logical complement to the OpenCyc project.  It provides 
the user approachable front-end, and connectivity into the flow of modern human 
communication.  LESA is a required application that provides a gateway through which 
the long-term investment in Cyc technology can finally start to be realized in everyday life 
and business. 

Other Factors 
We have prior experience with translating multiple areas of research and integrating it 
into a working system.  Our focus is on creating a practical, usable system (an engineering 
task), versus finding a single theoretically elegant solution that may be unusable 
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(philosophical).  LESA has a reasonably compact design combined with the ability for 
modular additions.  This modular extension ability is required by the heterogeneous 
environment that the system will find itself embedded.  

 

Statement of Work (SOW) 

Base Capabilities 
GFY03-04 (12 months) Base:  
These tasks will provide the necessary framework, components and tools necessary to 
create an effective LESA, and meeting the goals for the Preliminary Design Review. 

o Perform basic domain analysis relative to LESA 
o Survey existing ontology. 
o Develop Test Suite for desired functionality. 
o Identify suitable external learning and other algorithms. 
o Complete basic shell. 
o Create initial KB for basic tasks and initial LESA KB. 
o Create initial prototype core system. 
o Creation of simple situation awareness sub-agents (weather monitor / traffic 

monitor). 
o Perform Experiments through knowledge ablation. 
o Demonstrate across all input means at Preliminary Design Review: Basic Meeting 

scheduling, the ability to identify events that would affect existing meetings and 
inform participants using available means, and show initial capability for system to 
recognize how collected data will affect its plans and the plans of others. 

GFY04-05 (12 months) Base:  
These tasks extend the LESA core and demonstrated capabilities in a number of directions 
towards a field-usable system. 

o Analysis of lessons learned and feedback from the Year One Focus Challenge 
Demo.  Identify areas for further KB enrichment. 

o Improve the Natural language interaction across all communication methods. 
o Analyze the various forms of advice available to the system.  Implement the ability 

to identify and utilize advice and utilize learning selected learning algorithms. 
o Analyze and implement the ability to map collected task execution information 

(learning by being shown) into usable template descriptions suitable for both 
planning and execution. 

o Increase integration with Microsoft Office & Outlook, and augmenting ontology as 
required for its use. 
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o Implement basic actor/activity reasoning to answer the basic question “Out of all 
available choices, what would be the order of user selection be?”  Utilize both 
default and specific information collected from an individual user. 

o Improve reflective information transfer by augmenting ontology to more fully 
utilize generic actor information with respect to “self” and others.  Apply 
developed actor/activity reasoning to “self.” 

o Develop ability to identify areas where assumptions cannot safely be made and 
pose clarification as a problem solving goal. 

o Develop expanded Test Suite and test area of coverage 
o At end of second year: 

! Demonstrate Dynamic Replanning capability and simple advice-taking 
behavior. 

! Demonstrate level of integration across domain and media (“can the system 
schedule a meeting from an e-mail?”). 

! Demonstrate simple actor (and “self”) preference-inferring behavior, using 
confirmatory dialogues where appropriate. 

! Demonstrate basic modification of information presented based on stated or 
inferred user preferences and knowledge, using confirmatory dialogues. 

! Complete field installable version of the core system.  Work with identified 
transition partners to test field usability data. 

GFY05-06 (12 months) Base 
Extends system by developing a system for reflective replanning building upon the 
previously developed base. 

o Develop Dynamic Replanning of activities by looking at the non-standard activity 
options (i.e. taking a train instead of a plane or using first available seating). 

o Extend ability to infer information needed for various activities, and discover new 
activity patterns. 

o Continue extending “self” model as needed based on previous years 
experimentation. 

o At end of third year: 
! Demonstrate natural language dialogue-based interaction across all 

supported communication media. 
! Demonstrate general reflective and projective problem-solving to cope with 

unforeseen events and constraints. 
! Demonstrate ability to modify presentation across multiple inputs. 
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Optional Capabilities 

GFY04-06 (24 months) Option A:  Self-Directed Knowledge Acquisition and 
Presentation Thrust (+2 person years):   
This option extends the ability of the system to seek out new information and produce 
presentations. 

o Develop interface to search engine using Google SDK. 
o Develop Webclopedia-like software to augment ontology from open sources. 

Through a process of finding information known in the ontology on the web, and 
generating information extraction rules to find and extract similar additional 
information. 

o Develop interface and ontologies for the full suite of identified learning algorithms. 
o Develop presentation system: 

! Develop KB and software to plan and collect needed information for a 
presentation. 

! Based on knowledge perquisite analysis, develop a rapid sequencing 
algorithm, so the presentation can be made linear. 

! Develop necessary software and controlling ontologies to allow actual 
generation of presentation (in PowerPoint). 

! Develop ability to adapt the presentation based on participants known 
background knowledge. (i.e. if it is known all actors have basic knowledge in 
an area, that area can be glossed instead of given in tutorial form). 

o Demonstrate ability to search web, extract information, augment its ontology with 
collected information and generate presentation. 

o Develop ability of the system to mine the web for task and activity oriented 
information, using existing knowledge as a base. 

o Extend the presentation system to augment “self” explanation capability. 
o Demonstrate proactive information seeking and preparation of appropriate 

materials in advance of events requiring them (e.g., meetings, briefings). 

GFY04-06 (24 months) Option B:  Online Task Execution Thrust (+2 person years):  
This option develops the ability of the system to utilize existing on-line services as-is. 

o Develop system for generic online form handling: 
! Develop system for mapping visible and non-visible text into ontology items 

in terms of information needs and operations performed. 
! Develop ability for system to fill in multi-step forms online to achieve some 

stated goal (book a flight, make a hotel reservation, etc.). 
o Using a Test Suite, and withheld data, test the ability of the system to understand 

and utilize new sites. 
o Demonstrate online form processing to achieve given goals or to obtain needed 

information. 
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o Develop a Suite of test cases to demonstrate online replanning capability. 
o Develop ability to utilize dynamic replanning in the context of online interactions 

(i.e. cancel a reservation, make a new one, change a parameter like time). 
! Develop ability of the system to notice a change in plan that would be 

relevant to some online system. 
! Develop the basic ontology for mapping online options into a set of 

differences. 
o Demonstrate online replanning capability 

GFY04-06 (24 months) Option C:  Voice Mail/Wearable Computing Thrust (+2 person 
years):  
This option would allow the system to leverage its MS Office/Outlook connections to 
provide Voice Mail capabilities. 

o Develop Voice Mail interface: 
! Select MS Office aware voice mail system and develop its use ontology. 
! Develop Speech-to-Text and Text-to-Voice Mail transcription capability. 
! Develop ontology additions to allow voice mail information to flow into 

general system reasoning process. 
! Develop ontology for system to use Voice Mail in a non-real time way, to 

intelligently send voice mail. 
o Develop, test and demonstrate a Voice Mail Test Suite. 

Wearable Computing Thrust:  Provides a demonstration of an on-body/in-pocket version 
of LESA.  Tests if LESA concepts will provide significant increase in ability over existing 
wearable computer, and potential relevancy toward Augmented Cognition. 

o Acquire Wearable Computer System with voice I/O and adapt it to system use 
! Develop real-time user conversation monitoring system 
! Develop ontology describing the capabilities and protocol for using an AR 

interface and reason about system use in context to minimize distraction 
! Integrate developed technology into a usable AR interface 
! Measure the ability of the system to infer real-time information needs of user 
! (Optionally) Use GPS or other user location means to infer when a meeting 

needs to be delayed or rescheduled, and negotiate relevant changes when 
critical participants simply will not be able to make it. 

o Explore use of an Augmented Reality system as a collector for natural language in 
context. 

o Develop a suite of test dialogs between two humans. Measure the ability of the 
system to provide useful information to its owner without providing redundant 
(owner just said something similar a few minutes ago) or distracting information. 

o Demonstrate ability of AR system to provide information-on-demand, using actor 
based reasoning, and proactive information look-up.  Optionally, provide for a 
heads-up Assistant Associate system. 
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Primary 
Investigators 

Daxtron/LogicMoo will be primarily responsible for creating the 
extensions to the ontology, and core software development.  Kino 
Coursey and Douglas Miles will lead the technical effort for 
Daxtron/LogicMoo. 

Management Primarily Susan Pirzchalski will conduct management tasks.  
Daxtron/LogicMoo personnel will be involved in LESA PI 
meetings. 

Development Due to the modular design of the system development in various 
areas can be partitioned off the base project.  The development 
team will be increased on an as-needed basis based on the 
customer-selected options. 

Lead System 
Integrator 

Daxtron Laboratories:  Design of knowledge based assistant 
systems. 

Technology Focus 
Centers 

LogicMoo:  Expertise in applying OpenCyc ontology toward multi-
agent reasoning. 
Cycorp:  Provider of OpenCyc/Cyc, proving the core ontology and 
consultation in its use and adaptation. 

 Access to the shell and its associated ontologies will be provided to 
TFC members during its development during the project and the 
completion of each phase of their participation. 
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Schedule and Milestones  

 

Logically Explicit Self-aware Assistant
Task Schedule

GFY2003 GFY2004 GFY2005 GFY2006
M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M

3/03-3/04 Base Subtasks
Prelim Analysys/System Requirements
Survey of Learning Methods
Finish System Shell
Create Initial Task & Ontology
Prototype Core System Integration
Create Situation Awareness Sub-Agents
Perform Experiments/Measurements
Preliminary Design Review

3/04-3/05 Base Subtasks
Preliminary Design Review Analysis
Implement Independent Learning
Increase Office Automation Integration
Implement Actor/Activity Reasoning
System Demonstration

3/05-3/06 Base Subtasks
Develop Dynamic Replanning
Seek/Acquire Knowledge Independently
Extend "Self" Model
Final System Demonstration

3/04-3/06 Option A Subtasks
Develop Search Engine Interface
Develop Info Extraction Engine
Develop Ontologies for Learning Apps
Develop Basic Presentation System
System Demonstration
Extend Self-directed Research Capability
Extend "Self" Reasoning
Develop Self-initiated Search
System Demonstration

3/04-3/06 Option B Subtasks
Develop Form Handling Browser
Develop Test Suite
System Demonstration
Develop Dynamic Replanning Test Suite
Extend System for Online Replanning
System Demonstration

3/04-3/06 Option C Subtasks
Select VM System & Test Suite
Develop VM Interface
Develop VM Ontology
System Demonstration
Select and Adapt Wearable Computer
Develop Test Suite
Develop Wearable Use Ontology
System Demonstration
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Detailed Individual Effort Descriptions 

GFY03-04 (12 Months) Base 
o Preliminary domain analysis and ontology survey and Test Suite.  Results in system 

requirements. 
o Survey external learning and problem solving methods.  Defines set of external 

modules that can be reasoned about and called up by the system. 
o Complete system shell. 
o Create initial task and LESA ontology.  Provides means for system to utilize the 

larger ontology in problem solving. 
o Creation of prototype core system integrating ontology with system shell. 
o Create situation awareness sub-agents.  Provides system with real-time inputs and 

internal health monitoring. 
o Perform experiments to measure effectiveness of LESA. 
o Preliminary Design Review. 

GFY04-05 (12 months) Base 
o Preliminary Design Review Analysis. 
o Implement independent learning mechanisms along with relevant ontologies. 

Provides the ability to reason about its learning processes. 
o Increase integration with Office Automation tools. 
o Implement actor/activity based default reasoning, and ability to detect exceptions. 
o Demonstrate system capabilities. 

GFY05-06 (12 months) Base 
o Develop Dynamic Replanning of activities. 
o Extend ability to seek and acquire activity and actor oriented knowledge 

independently. 
o Extend “self” model to utilize more commonsense knowledge based on analysis of 

traces. (i.e. things the system should have known, but did not connect). 
o Demonstrate final system. 

GFY04-06 (42 months) Option A:  Self-Directed Knowledge Acquisition and 
Presentation Thrust 

o Develop search engine interface. 
o Develop surface pattern trainable information extraction engine (similar to 

Webclopedia). 
o Develop interfaces relevant ontologies to for learning algorithms. 
o Develop Basic Presentation planning and execution system. 
o Demonstrate ability to search web, extract information and generate presentation. 
o Extend system self-directed research capability towards learning activities. 
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o Extend systems ability to explain “self” reasoning using presentation. 
o Develop self-initiated search and presentation generation based on predicted events 

with information needs. 
o Test and demonstrate self-initiated search capability. 

GFY04-06 (24 months) Option B:  Online Task Execution Thrust 
o Develop Generic online form handling browser and control ontology. 
o Develop test suite of tasks that require online interaction, and test. 
o Demonstrate online form processing as part of achieving goals. 
o Develop Test Suite for dynamic replanning involving online sites. 
o Extend system to handle replanning steps that involve online interactions. 
o Test and Demonstrate online replanning capability. 

GFY04-06 (24 months) Option C:  Voice Mail/Wearable Computing Thrust 
o Select optimal voice mail system for the task and develop Test Suite. 
o Develop Voice Mail interface. 
o Develop Voice Mail use ontology. 
o Test and demonstrate Voice Mail using developed Test Suite. 
o Select and adapt wearable computer. 
o Develop Test Suite dialogs. 
o Develop wearable use ontology entries. 
o Test and demonstrate system.  Measure relevance, recall, redundancy, and 

distracting information scores for the system. 

 

Deliverables Description  

The deliverables of this project will be composed of the following reports, prototype 
software, implementation, and demonstration of the integrated cognitive system 
architecture, the underlying ontologies and associated mechanisms. 

A Self-aware System Shell and Associated Documentation 
An end-user installable package, capable of performing the tasks demonstrated on readily 
available equipment.  Documentation suitable for both end-user and developers will be 
provided.  Versions of the shell will be made available at 12, 24, and 36 months. 

Several Knowledge Bases that Make Up the Explicit Self-aware Model 
The modifications and additions to the ontology that comprise the explicit self-awareness 
model will be made available, along with design documentation. 

Several Knowledge Bases Developed in Connection with Solving the Focus Challenge 
The modifications to the ontology that were required to meet the focus challenge will be 
made available. 
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Completed Ontologies of Available Learning Methods 
Knowledge base entries for each of the researched learning methods will be provided in a 
format suitable for developer reuse. 

External Support Systems 
Completed, installable versions of each implemented learning algorithm, problem solving 
methods or external tools with associated ontologies. 

Demonstrations of Overall System 
Demonstrate to DARPA and the development community prototype capabilities. 

Interim Status Reports 
Provide DARPA/IPTO Quarterly Status Reports (Jan, Apr, & Oct) and an Annual Project 
Summary Report (July) as detailed in BAA requirements. 

Final Report on the Logically Explicit Self-Aware Assistant 
Final Report summarizing project goals, objectives, scope, approach, specifications, 
research results, software developed, and demonstrations. 

Delivery dates are to coincide with the year-end demonstration/presentations and project 
design reviews. All technical data and computer software will be furnished to the US 
Government with unlimited rights (DFARS 227).  DARPA/IPTO is expected to be the 
receiving organization of all deliverables. 

Rights 
The United States Government, Daxtron Laboratories and LogicMoo will enjoy unlimited 
rights to developed technology, source code and prototypes.  An Open Usage policy is 
expected for remainder of the research community. 

No Proprietary claims are made. 

 

Technology Transition and Technology Transfer Targets / Plans 

Technology Sharing Plan 
We will share results at all points during development.  We will: 

o Share our briefings and vision for system development and interoperation. 

o Share software designs. 

o Share sample demonstration scenarios. 

o Share demonstration results. 

o Post interactive demo versions of our software as part of the LESA web site. 

o Provide full source code, documentation and execution examples. 

o Provide lists of goals and milestones for further development so others can suggest 
improvements and linkages with our development plans. 
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Transferable Technology 
The Transferable technology will consist of: 

o A generic self-aware system technology adaptable to other areas. 

o A developed methodology for building self-aware systems via knowledge 
engineering means. 

o The developed system shell and associated documentation. 

o The developed agents and knowledge bases. 

Expected Technology Transfer Path 
We will deliver the developed shell, agents, knowledge bases and associated 
documentation to laboratories and other governmental institutions that will be interested 
in them.  We expect to work closely with the Challenge coordinator in identifying 
potential early adopters. 

We will present the developed methods, methodology and shell to interested academic 
institutions, and will provide support as necessary for presenting the results to institutions 
of higher education.  We will also make the results available as freely as possible under the 
program mandate. 

We will participate in technical meetings and conferences, and will publish papers to 
report on results of our research to the research and development community at large. 

Other IPTO Programs 
We will cooperate with the program manager to align with and transfer our technology to 
other relevant IPTO programs. 

Security Sensitive Applications 
The governmental, intelligence, and military community should be a most promising near 
term customer of the developed technology.  A provably secure secretary/assistant with 
no need for security clearance background checks, on call 24x7, with the ability to monitor, 
prepare and inform in an intelligent manner, available instantly for the cost of new 
hardware should be very appealing to this segment.  By performing most basic office 
tasks, the assistant allows humans to do more and focus on higher-level goals. Existing 
human administrative assistants can then become managers intelligently overseeing the 
achievement of goals, improving overall productivity.  The system can also be applied to 
situations where a suitably cleared assistant is currently unavailable. 

In cooperation with the program manager, we will make early contact with relevant 
organizations to solicit their requirements and then proceed with interactive testing and 
incremental deployment of a task ontology, tailored for the needs this community. 

Commercialization 
The impact of Daxtron/LogicMoo and technology transition opportunities will be 
significant.  In particular, Daxtron Laboratories, Inc. produced a commercial office 
automation tool called MailBot for Microsoft Mail.  We anticipate commercializing a much 
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more functional version in the form of OfficeBot, having most of the features ascribed to 
the developed system and acting as a general-purpose assistant.  

 

Personnel and Qualifications  

Kino H. Coursey (http://www.daxtron.com/AboutDax.htm) 
Kino is the Chief Scientist of Daxtron Laboratories, Inc. and is responsible for investigating 
advanced computing systems.  Kino's knowledge of Prolog and Expert Systems were 
essential to the development of the MailBot–the first full expert system for a standard mail 
system.  Kino has a BS in Computer Science from the University of Texas and has 16 years 
of experience in applied advanced system development and integration.  

General Dynamics:  Knowledge Engineer (6 years) supporting F-16 design and production. 
Supported GD’s “art-to-part” system and tool process planning system. 

IBM/Micronyx:  Helped develop secure office automation products. 

Daxtron Laboratories, Inc.:  Designed rule engine and mail store interface for MailBot, 
which allowed full Prolog to be applied to e-mail operations.  Developed CEMA 
technology for high-speed resource based system construction. 

Motorola:  Principal developer of Motorola’s MicroNoc transportable two-way paging 
base station which is used by Motorola and supported developers to test new technologies 
and systems: 

o Integrated multiple technologies into a rapidly deployable system (deployment 
time reduced from weeks to hours allowing live systems to be demonstrated). 

o Developed remote access to database information using natural language interface.  
Demonstrated remote device control and data collection. 

o Used in the MIT Conard project, testing information-on-demand and constant 
connectivity concepts. 

Pleiades Communications, Inc.:  Principal developer of Internet technologies. 

AIML (Aritficial Intelligence Markup Language) Committee:  Member.  Alice, the 
prototype chatbot by Dr. Richard Wallace using the AIML effort, has won the Loebner 
Prize for the last two years. Kino’s primary contribution has been in the area of tools for 
translating text into AIML code, and allowing the system extend itself by writing AIML 
from user interaction as a form of learning. 

Cycorp Certified Ontological/Knowledge Engineer. 

Douglas Miles (http://logicmoo.sourceforge.net/douglasm) 
Doug implemented a first round IEEE SUO-KIF Inference engine for http://suo.ieee.org.  
He has 14 years experience in Artificial Intelligence applications, has implemented several 
inference engines, and is very familiar with the Cyc ontology and is a key resource to the 
OpenCyc community.  Of key relevance is his development of LogicMoo, a Cyc-based 

http://www.cyc.com/
http://suo.ieee.org/
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multi-user object oriented simulation environment, where the world and agents are 
simulated by the Cyc ontology. 

LogicMoo:  Implemented full first-order logic SOAPD/DAML/XML/RDF theorem 
prover.  Implemented Natural Language interface in Prolog, with Prolog API, KIF/DAML 
Loading support.  Implemented Java RMI for CoABS Girding as well as automatic agent 
programming from logical software rules. 

Teknowledge Corporation:  Knowledge Ontology/Engineering Systems Software 
Engineer – DARPA/ARDA Projects.  Primary implementator of key inference engines. 

Microsoft Corporation:  Test Software Design Engineer (ASP) - Created new ways to store 
and retrieve data over the inter/intranet.  Developed full applications utilizing ASP and 
many forms of and content delivery.  Created ActiveX controls used for internal websites 
and test team site scheduling.  Visual basic applications and MSSQL/LDAP integration. 

Cycorp Certified Ontological/Knowledge Engineer. 

Susan L. Pirzchalski (http://www.daxtron.com/AboutDax.htm) 
Susan is the President of Daxtron Laboratories.  She has a BS in Electrical Engineering 
from the University of Texas and has 16 years of experience in System Architecture/ 
Design and both project and company management. 

AT&T Bell Labs:  Designed Automatic Line Insulation Test (ALIT) software and the 
Common Control Processor hardware for the ISDN Line Unit for the 5ESS Digital Switch. 

Electrospace Systems:  Designed and installed secure communication systems at various 
U.S. Air Force bases.  Held Secret Clearance. 

Reliance Comm/Tec (Reltec): Designed Line Interface Unit software for the DISC*S 
system.  Wrote system requirements for Motorola CableComm project and Master GR-303 
Test Plan. 

Daxtron Laboratories, Inc.:  Designed MailBot user interface and wrote user’s manual. 

Pleiades Communications, Inc.:  President and CTO/Systems Architect.  Wrote real-time 
embedded software for the Versapath 2000 and P32mxi systems.  Created P32mxi SNMP 
Management Information Base and Graphical User Interface displays. 

 

Facilities  

Daxtron Laboratories currently subleases 900 sq. ft of office space from Pleiades 
Communications, Inc., 2830 Market Loop, Southlake TX  76092.  Computational resources 
available to the project include an 8-system Beowulf cluster (Pentium 1.8 GHz systems 
running a mix of Linux and Windows 2K), two 750 MHz Windows 2K based laptops, as 
well as a 1.8 GHz Pentium W2K laptop (currently the OfficeBot prototype system).  All 
systems are networked together via a 100 Mbps Ethernet.  Shared communications 
resources include a DSL Internet connection, as well as a 256K Frame Relay/T1 
connection.   

http://www.cyc.com/
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Since Daxtron Laboratories is not under any long-term office space lease, the company can 
relocate to a larger/more secure location as required by the customer. 

No Government Furnished Property is anticipated in the proposed research. 

Experimentation and Integration Plans 

Our goal is to provide a means for the advanced technologies proposed to find their way 
into everyday usage.  The outcomes of this project are focused on advancing the overall 
state of agent and assistant systems by providing a direct path to a form of self-awareness. 
Products of these efforts will directly benefit the various Defense Department agencies 
through their ability to use the developed technology to create systems that can provide 
assistance in a proactive way.  This should increase the agencies’ productivity along with 
improved planning, management and control capabilities. 

Daxtron Laboratories has already successfully transferred several of its technologies in 
both the commercial and academic sector.  The rights to the MailBot product were 
acquired by XOOM Corp.  Daxtron was also the primary contractor for the Motorola 
MicroNoc.  Daxtron has worked with MIT Media Lab researchers, Motorola researchers, 
and oversaw all aspects of field installation, from site survey to implementing and 
interfacing natural language databases, to wireless messaging technology systems. 

The overall modular system is designed to be easily integrated with solutions and 
technology from other projects, both commercial and academic.  The proposed system 
development is on Microsoft Windows platform, connecting to the Microsoft Office and 
Outlook toolset.  These tools have a very large user base, widely used in both government 
and industry. Effective integration with these tools is a goal of this research.  Microsoft is 
not the only possible platform, however.  The OpenCyc server process is available for both 
Windows and Linux.  The initial shell and ActiveX control was developed and tested in 
such a mixed operating system environment.  New learning systems, technologies and 
hardware can easily be integrated with the system once the proper ontology is generated 
describing the new technology use. 

The system shell developed will provide a ready-made pre-integrated environment for 
OpenCyc/Cyc based researchers and developers. This shell will be made available to 
interested developers. We are currently developing an ActiveX control called CycLink, to 
be delivered as an open-use resource to the Microsoft-based OpenCyc developer 
community. We plan to work with the project coordinator as well as Cycorp and the 
OpenCyc community to find opportunities for utilization of the developed technology. 

Funding for attending annual DARPA events and meeting with collaborators is included 
in the budget. 

Details on our technical approach, including experimentation plans, are covered in the 
Technical Approach subsection as well as in our Scope of Work. 
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Cost 

 

Costs above include travel and consumables. 

Logically Explicit Self-aware Assistant
Cost Analysis
Labor Rate $75/hour for R&D/Engineering Labor

GFY2003 GFY2004 GFY2005 GFY2006
Base Subtasks Labor Hours Total Cost Labor Hours Total Cost Labor Hours Total Cost Labor Hours Total Cost

Prelim Analysys/System Requirements 1344 $100,800
Survey of Learning Methods 1344 $100,800
Finish System Shell 672 $50,400
Create Initial Task & Ontology 840 $63,000
Prototype Core System Integration 1008 $75,600
Create Situation Awareness Sub-Agents 336 $25,200 336 $25,200
Perform Experiments/Measurements 672 $50,400
Preliminary Design Review 672 $50,400
Preliminary Design Review Analysis 672 $50,400
Implement Independent Learning 1344 $100,800
Increase Office Automation Integration 1008 $75,600 1520 $114,000
Implement Actor/Activity Reasoning 1848 $138,600
System Demonstration 672 $50,400
Develop Dynamic Replanning 1512 $113,400 756 $56,700
Seek/Acquire Knowledge Independently 864 $64,800 1152 $86,400
Extend "Self" Model 792 $59,400 1056 $79,200
Final System Demonstration 1344 $100,800

13% SG&A Costs $54,054 $45,864 $70,278 $42,003

COST PER FISCAL YEAR (BASE ONLY) $469,854 $398,664 $610,878 $365,103

Option A Subtasks
Develop Search Engine Interface 336 $25,200
Develop Info Extraction Engine 672 $50,400
Develop Ontologies for Learning Apps 1008 $75,600
Develop Basic Presentation System 1344 $100,800
System Demonstration 672 $50,400
Extend Self-directed Research Capability 672 $50,400
Extend "Self" Reasoning 504 $37,800 840 $63,000
Develop Self-initiated Search 504 $37,800 672 $50,400
System Demonstration 672 $50,400

13% SG&A Costs $0 $19,656 $36,036 $21,294

COST PER FISCAL YEAR (OPTION A ONLY) $0 $170,856 $313,236 $185,094

Option B Subtasks
Develop Form Handling Browser 1680 $126,000
Develop Test Suite 336 $25,200 1008 $75,600
System Demonstration 1008 $75,600
Develop Dynamic Replanning Test Suite 672 $50,400
Extend System for Online Replanning 1344 $100,800 1344 $100,800
System Demonstration 672 $50,400

13% SG&A Costs $0 $19,656 $39,312 $19,656

COST PER FISCAL YEAR (OPTION B ONLY) $0 $170,856 $341,712 $170,856

Option C Subtasks
Select VM System & Test Suite 672 $50,400
Develop VM Interface 672 $50,400 336 $25,200
Develop VM Ontology 336 $25,200 672 $50,400
System Demonstration 672 $50,400
Select and Adapt Wearable Computer 1008 $75,600
Develop Test Suite 1008 $75,600
Develop Wearable Use Ontology 672 $50,400 672 $50,400
System Demonstration 672 $50,400

13% SG&A Costs $0 $16,380 $42,588 $13,104

COST PER FISCAL YEAR (OPTION C ONLY) $0 $142,380 $370,188 $113,904

TOTAL FOR BASE (ALL YEARS) $1,844,499
TOTAL FOR OPTION A (ALL YEARS) $669,186
TOTAL FOR OPTION B (ALL YEARS) $683,424
TOTAL FOR OPTION C (ALL YEARS) $626,472
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Section III:  Additional Information 

How LESA Would Have Changed My Life 

A Real Life Example (which actually happened to one of the proposers):  An 
impromptu wireless technology system demonstration in a Latin American country was 
planned.  Before leaving the building the presentation information, the parts, export 
paperwork, and temporary operating license must all be prepared.  Several hours were 
spent rushing from department to department, gathering both the information and the 
paperwork.  All the parts are collected in time for the mad dash to the airport, during the 
semi-annual ice storm.  Due to maintenance issues a plane swap occurs.  Various technical 
problems ensued with the replacement plane, resulting in the final departure occurring 
moments before the connecting flight leaves.  Once in Miami, it is discovered that the 
substitute plane will continue on to the destination.  This is discovered too late to make a 
change possible due to the holiday season.  Several hours are spent getting a new flight, 
transportation and a hotel.  A day later the trip is completed on a new flight.  Upon arrival 
some time is spent contacting the local representative who had waited at the airport the 
previous day.  It is then discovered that the bag containing the base station parts were not 
on the same flight, but continued on with the original plane the night before.  Additional 
time is spent tracking down and retrieving the bag from Customs.  Under rushed 
conditions the demonstration and presentation was completed. 

How it should have went:  An impromptu wireless technology system demonstration 
in a Latin American country was planned.  The presenter’s personal agent was informed of 
the destination, the purpose of the meeting and goals.  From prior experience the system 
has already learned about the relationship between the goals and the means to achieve 
them in the organization.  It inquired about what things were needed and not. The agent 
then informs the various departments in parallel, and walks the required paperwork 
through electronically, monitoring its progress, able to notify the presenter if there are any 
blockages that require personal attention, or procedures that need explaining.  The 
presenter can spend more time being briefed on the nature and goals of the presentation.  
With the packages in hand, there is a much more leisurely (and safe) drive to airport 
during the semi-annual ice storm. Various technical problems ensue with the plane, 
resulting in the final departure occurring moments before the connecting flight leaves.  
While this is occurring the personal agent is monitoring the traveler’s progress, by 
checking flight info and checking his status via wireless means.  On discovery of the 
change in plans, the system can inform people at the destination of the delay.  Ideally, it 
would arrange additional air travel, being mindful of connections.  However, assuming it 
is the holiday season, and additional transport is not available, it makes plans for a stay in 
Miami.  Additional status messages are sent, and the immediate plans are sent to the 
traveler’s device address for delivery when they arrive in Miami.  In Miami, after receiving 
details on the newly implemented plan, they move past the long lines, pick up their pre-
arranged transport and get to the hotel room (selected according to their known personal 
preferences) hours sooner. Arriving at their final destination the next day, they are met 
relatively quickly by their local representative who has been totally informed about the 
changes in plan. In fact the base station parts have been already located and only await the 
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final signature for their release.  Under much more relaxed conditions the demonstration 
and presentations are completed. 

Current Prototype Graphic 
 

 

 

Reference Web Pages 

CYC 
Cycorp:  OpenCyc Documentation 
http://www.opencyc.org/license/doc 

Cycorp:  Cyc Publications 
http://www.cyc.com/publications.html 

Reed Stephen, Lenat, Douglas B., Mapping Ontologies into Cyc (white paper) 
http://www.cyc.com/doc/white_papers/mapping-ontologies-into-cyc_v31.pdf 

http://www.cyc.com/publications.html
http://www.cyc.com/doc/white_papers/mapping-ontologies-into-cyc_v31.pdf
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Webclopedia 
General Research 
http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/projects/webclopedia/research.html 

Deepak Ravichandran and Eduard Hovy, Learing Surface Text Patterns for a Question 
Answering System. 
http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/projects/webclopedia/pubs/02ACL-patterns.pdf. 

E.H. Hovy, L. Gerber, U. Hermjakob, C.-Y. Lin, D. Ravichandran. 2001. Toward Semantics-
Based Answer Pinpointing.  
http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/projects/webclopedia/pubs/01hlt.pdf 

E.H. Hovy, L. Gerber, U. Hermjakob, M. Junk, C.-Y. Lin. 2000. Question Answering in 
Webclopedia.  
http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/projects/webclopedia/pubs/00trec9.pdf 

General Common Sense 
McCarthy, John (1959).  Programs with common sense.   
http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/mcc59.html  

McCarthy, John.  An invited talk at KR-96 in 1996 November.  From Here to Human-level AI. 
http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/human/human.html 

In V. Lifschitz (Ed.) Formalizing Common Sense, papers by John McCarthy, Ascribing Mental 
Qualities to Machines.   
http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/ascribing/ascribing.html 

McCarthy, John (1995).  Making robots conscious of their mental states.  In AAAI Spring 
Symposium on Representing Mental States and Mechanisms. 
http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/consciousness.html 

Minsky, Marvin (2000).  Commonsense-based interfaces.  Communications of the ACM, 
43(8), 67-73.  
http://www.acm.org/pubs/citations/journals/cacm/2000-43-8/p66-minsky/  
http://commonsense.media.mit.edu/minsky.pdf  

D. Nardi, R. J. Brachman.  An Introduction to Description Logics.  In the Description Logic 
Handbook, edited by F. Baader, D. Calvanese, D.L. McGuinness, D. Nardi, P.F. Patel-
Schneider, Cambridge University Press, 2002, pages 5-44. 
http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~franconi/dl/course/dlhb/dlhb-01.pdf 

David W. Etherington, Alex Borgida, Ronald J. Brachman, Henry Kautz, Vivid Knowledge 
and Tractable Reasoning: Preliminary Report (1989) in Proceedings of IJCAI-89, 10th 
International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence. 
http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/etherington89vivid.html 

Singh, Push, et al. (in submission).  Open Mind Common Sense: Knowledge acquisition from the 
general public.  
http://www.media.mit.edu/~push/OMCS-2.pdf 

http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/projects/webclopedia/research.html
http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/projects/webclopedia/pubs/02ACL-patterns.pdf
http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/projects/webclopedia/pubs/02ACL-patterns.pdf
http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/projects/webclopedia/pubs/01hlt.pdf
http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/projects/webclopedia/pubs/00trec9.pdf
http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/mcc59.html
http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/human/human.html
http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/ascribing/ascribing.html
http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/consciousness.html
http://www.acm.org/pubs/citations/journals/cacm/2000-43-8/p66-minsky/
http://commonsense.media.mit.edu/minsky.pdf
http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~franconi/dl/course/dlhb/dlhb-01.pdf
http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~franconi/dl/course/dlhb/dlhb-01.pdf
http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/etherington89vivid.html
http://www.media.mit.edu/~push/OMCS-2.pdf
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Erik Mueller.  A Calendar with Common Sense.  
http://lieber.www.media.mit.edu/people/lieber/IUI/Mueller/Mueller.html 

Carver, N., & Lesser, V. (1994).  Evolution of blackboard control architectures.  Expert 
Systems with Applications 7, 1-30. 
http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/carver92evolution.html  

DAML Ontology Library 
http://www.daml.org/ontologies/ 

Semantic Web Community Portal 
http://www.semanticweb.org 

Related Messaging Projects 
Daxtron Laboratories’ MailBot (Software Product) 
http://www.daxtron.com/mailbot.htm 

Motorola MicroNoc (Primary System Integrator) 
http://www.daxtron.com/micronoc.htm 

MIT Canard System (MicroNoc used as transport) 
http://web.archive.org/web/20011127024235/canard.media.mit.edu/Doc/index.html 

Canard:  A framework for community messaging. 
http://www.computer.org/proceedings/iswc/8192/81920108abs.htm 

Motorola VClient System (MicroNoc used as transport, Consultant on project) 
http://www.motorola.com/MSP/products/applications/emailvclient.html 

 

Example Output from Existing Rosetta Parser 
<origsent>Anna, schedule a meeting for me and Doug in the conference room this 
afternoon.</origsent> 

<wordcount>18</wordcount> 

<parsecount>11</parsecount> 

<totalparses>11</totalparses> 

<rawwords> <word>LEFT-WALL</word> <word>Anna</word> <word>,</word> 
<word>schedule</word> <word>a</word> <word>meeting</word> <word>for</word> 
<word>me</word> <word>and</word> <word>Doug</word> <word>in</word> 
<word>the</word> <word>conference</word> <word>room</word> <word>this</word> 
<word>afternoon</word> <word>.</word> <word>RIGHT-WALL</word></rawwords> 

 

<interpertation> 
<wordset><word>LEFT-WALL</word> <word>[Anna]</word> <word>[,]</word> 
<word>schedule.v</word> <word>a</word> <word>meeting.n</word> <word>for.p</word> 

http://lieber.www.media.mit.edu/people/lieber/IUI/Mueller/Mueller.html
http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/carver92evolution.html
http://www.daml.org/ontologies/
http://www.semanticweb.org/
http://www.daxtron.com/mailbot.htm
http://www.daxtron.com/micronoc.htm
http://web.archive.org/web/20011130153113/http://canard.media.mit.edu/ChesnaisPhD2000.pdf
http://www.computer.org/proceedings/iswc/8192/81920108abs.htm
http://www.motorola.com/MSP/products/applications/emailvclient.html
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<word>me</word> <word>and</word> <word>Doug</word> <word>in</word> 
<word>the</word> <word>conference.n</word> <word>room.n</word> <word>this.d</word> 
<word>afternoon.t</word> <word>.</word> <word>RIGHT-WALL</word></wordset> 

<linkcount>13</linkcount> 

<link><llink>LEFT-WALL</llink><label>Xp</label><rlink>.</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>LEFT-WALL</llink><label>Wi</label><rlink>schedule.v</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>schedule.v</llink><label>MVpn</label><rlink>afternoon.t</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>schedule.v</llink><label>MVp</label><rlink>in</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>schedule.v</llink><label>MVp</label><rlink>for.p</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>schedule.v</llink><label>Os</label><rlink>meeting.n</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>a</llink><label>Ds</label><rlink>meeting.n</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>for.p</llink><label>J</label><rlink>me</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>in</llink><label>Jp</label><rlink>room.n</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>the</llink><label>D*u</label><rlink>room.n</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>conference.n</llink><label>AN</label><rlink>room.n</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>this.d</llink><label>DTn</label><rlink>afternoon.t</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>.</llink><label>RW</label><rlink>RIGHT-WALL</rlink></link> 

<hypolinks> 

<link><llink>schedule.v</llink><label>SPEC</label><rlink>afternoon.t</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>schedule.v</llink><label>TIME-SPEC</label><rlink>afternoon.t</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>schedule.v</llink><label>MEDIUM</label><rlink>room.n</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>schedule.v</llink><label>LOCATION-TIME</label><rlink>room.n</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>schedule.v</llink><label>OBJECT</label><rlink>meeting.n</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>meeting.n</llink><label>DETERMINER</label><rlink>a</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>room.n</llink><label>DETERMINER</label><rlink>the</rlink></link> 

<link><llink>room.n</llink><label>ATTRIBUTE</label><rlink>conference.n</rlink></link> 

<linkcount>8</linkcount> 

</hypolinks> 

<cyc-hypolinks> 

(#$thereExists ?SENT  

  (#$isa ?SENT #$LGP-SENT) 

    (and  

     (#$LGP-Xp ?SENT #$LEFT-WALL-TheWord #$--TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-Wi ?SENT #$LEFT-WALL-TheWord #$Schedule-v-TheWord ) 
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     (#$LGP-MVpn ?SENT #$Schedule-v-TheWord #$Afternoon-t-TheWord ) 
     (#$LGP-MVp ?SENT #$Schedule-v-TheWord #$In-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-MVp ?SENT #$Schedule-v-TheWord #$For-p-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-Os ?SENT #$Schedule-v-TheWord #$Meeting-n-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-Ds ?SENT #$A-TheWord #$Meeting-n-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-J ?SENT #$For-p-TheWord #$Me-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-Jp ?SENT #$In-TheWord #$Room-n-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-D*u ?SENT #$The-TheWord #$Room-n-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-AN ?SENT #$Conference-n-TheWord #$Room-n-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-DTn ?SENT #$This-d-TheWord #$Afternoon-t-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-RW ?SENT #$--TheWord #$RIGHT-WALL-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-SPEC ?SENT #$Schedule-v-TheWord #$Afternoon-t-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-TIME-SPEC ?SENT #$Schedule-v-TheWord #$Afternoon-t-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-MEDIUM ?SENT #$Schedule-v-TheWord #$Room-n-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-LOCATION-TIME ?SENT #$Schedule-v-TheWord #$Room-n-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-OBJECT ?SENT #$Schedule-v-TheWord #$Meeting-n-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-DETERMINER ?SENT #$Meeting-n-TheWord #$A-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-DETERMINER ?SENT #$Room-n-TheWord #$The-TheWord ) 

     (#$LGP-ATTRIBUTE ?SENT #$Room-n-TheWord #$Conference-n-TheWord ) 

  )) 

</cyc-hypolinks> 

<prologlinks> 

 links([ l(('xp'),w(('left-wall'),('-')),w((''),(''))), l(('wi'),w(('left-wall'),('-')),w(('schedule'),('v'))), 
l(('mvpn'),w(('schedule'),('v')),w(('afternoon'),('t'))), l(('mvp'),w(('schedule'),('v')),w(('in'),('-'))), 
l(('mvp'),w(('schedule'),('v')),w(('for'),('p'))), l(('os'),w(('schedule'),('v')),w(('meeting'),('n'))), 
l(('ds'),w(('a'),('-')),w(('meeting'),('n'))), l(('j'),w(('for'),('p')),w(('me'),('-'))), l(('jp'),w(('in'),('-
')),w(('room'),('n'))), l(('d*u'),w(('the'),('-')),w(('room'),('n'))), 
l(('an'),w(('conference'),('n')),w(('room'),('n'))), l(('dtn'),w(('this'),('d')),w(('afternoon'),('t'))),  
l(('rw'),w((''),('')),w(('right-wall'),('-')))]) 

</prologlinks> 

<synparse> 

 <S> Anna , <S> <VP> schedule <NP> a meeting</NP>  <PP> for <NP> <NP> me</NP>  and 
<NP> Doug</NP> </NP> </PP>  <PP> in <NP> the conference room</NP> </PP>  <NP> this 
afternoon</NP> </VP> </S>  .</S>  

</synparse> 

<semparse> 
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  <EVENT> Anna , <EVENT> <ACTION> schedule <LOCATION> a meeting</LOCATION>  
<BENIFICIARY> for <PERSON> <PERSON> me</PERSON>  and <PERSON> 
Doug</PERSON> </PERSON> </BENIFICIARY>  <LOCATION> in <THING> the conference 
room</THING> </LOCATION>  <TIME> this afternoon</TIME> </ACTION> </EVENT>  
.</EVENT>  

</semparse> 

<prologsyn> 

  node(s,[ w(('anna')), w((',')), node(s,[ node(vp,[ w(('schedule')), node(np,[ w(('a')), w(('meeting'))]), 
node(pp,[ w(('for')), node(np,[ node(np,[ w(('me'))]), w(('and')), node(np,[ w(('doug'))])])]), 
node(pp,[ w(('in')), node(np,[ w(('the')), w(('conference')), w(('room'))])]), node(np,[ w(('this')), 
w(('afternoon'))])])]), w(('.'))]) 

</prologsyn> 

<prologsem> 

  node(event,[ w(('anna')), w((',')), node(event,[ node(action,[ w(('schedule')), node(location,[ 
w(('a')), w(('meeting'))]), node(benificiary,[ w(('for')), node(person,[ node(person,[ w(('me'))]), 
w(('and')), node(person,[ w(('doug'))])])]), node(location,[ w(('in')), node(thing,[ w(('the')), 
w(('conference')), w(('room'))])]), node(time,[ w(('this')), w(('afternoon'))])])]), w(('.'))]) 

</prologsem> 

<xdata> 

 <xrec> 

  <lex>meeting</lex><pos>n</pos> 
<dic><wnc>physical_object</wnc><wnc>action</wnc><wnc>event</wnc><wnc>group</wnc><
wnc>location</wnc><wnc>social_group</wnc></dic> 

 </xrec> 

 <xrec> 

  <lex>doug</lex><pos>-</pos> 
<dic><wnc>person</wnc><wnc>living_thing</wnc><wnc>causal_agent</wnc><wnc>name</wnc
><wnc>individual</wnc><wnc>male</wnc><wnc>first_name</wnc></dic> 

 </xrec> 

 <xrec> 

  <lex>conference</lex><pos>n</pos> 
<dic><wnc>action</wnc><wnc>group</wnc><wnc>organization</wnc><wnc>social_group</wnc
><wnc>social_relation</wnc></dic> 

 </xrec> 

 <xrec> 

  <lex>room</lex><pos>n</pos> 
<dic><wnc>physical_object</wnc><wnc>action</wnc><wnc>group</wnc><wnc>social_group</
wnc><wnc>area</wnc><wnc>state</wnc><wnc>construction</wnc><wnc>artifact</wnc><wnc>
position</wnc></dic> 
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 </xrec> 
 <xrec> 

  <lex>afternoon</lex><pos>t</pos> 
<dic><wnc>time_period</wnc><wnc>action</wnc><wnc>quantity</wnc><wnc>message</wnc>
<wnc>measure</wnc><wnc>amount</wnc><wnc>time</wnc><wnc>social_relation</wnc></dic> 

 </xrec> 

</xdata> 

 

</interpertation> 
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